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Background
■ UiO : RITMO Centre for Interdisciplinary Studies in Rhythm Time and Motion
■ PhD fellow – researching the rhythms of the vocals in rap music («flow»)
– «Flow» – The rhythms of the words and rhymes of a piece of rap music
■ Musicology – with psychology (cognition), linguistics (phonology) and literature (poetry)
as supporting areas
■ Rhythm – not lyrical content (but rhymes are essential to the rhythm!)
■ Terminological disclaimer – I come from musicology and rap – this impacts terminology
– I use «verse» and «(lyrical) line» rather than «stanza» and «verse»
– There is an «extended rhyme-term» – typically «weak» assonance- and slant
rhymes are equal to (typically, even superior to) perfect rhymes in rap flows

Rhyme’s rhythmic role in rap flows
■ Rhyme has an even more prominent role in rap flows than in most forms of poetry
■ Two main effects:
– Hypermetric segmentation (supporting or contradicting musical metre)
– Prominence (adding to the topography of rhythmic events)
■ Two main categories (not types!) of rhymes:
– Primary rhymes – rhymes that have a structuring role in the hypermetre
– Secondary rhymes – «the rest». Internal rhymes, allitteration etc. Not
structurally defining, but can potentially create prominence.

Metre on metre
■ Some scholars have taken the (in my opinion – misguided) stance that one should
consider rap to have a poetic metre that conforms to the musical metre.
– «As in metrical verse, the lengths of rap’s lines are governed by established
rhythms – in rap’s case, the rhythm of the beat itself. (…) The beat in rap is
poetic meter rendered audible.» (Adam Bradley)
■ In some (or even most) cases, this might be an adequate explanation, as long as
one accounts for rap’s clear tendency to have a mismatch both in the amount and
placement of stresses between the words and the musical (tetra-)metre. But in my
opinion, the relationship between the rhythms of the words and rhymes and the
musical metre can be better explained as:
■ Metre on metre
– In rap flows we find one metre (prosody) superimposed over another (musical
metre) – this relationship is most often, but not necessarily, hierarchical.

Rap’s structure
– and why the «strict tetrameter»-stance makes some sense
■ The large-scale hypermetric structure of rap flows have changed over time
– From: Not necessarily any segmentation into «verses» or «choruses», and an
almost universal use of end-rhymed couplets
– To: Typically 16 bar verses and 8 bar choruses, with much less conformation to
couplets and end-rhyme structures
– Stricter macro-scale form, but more freedom for variation within this form
– BUT: End rhymes (on or around the four-beat) are still the most common

(Condit-Schultz,
2015 – MCFlow)

Symmetric hypermetre - Regulate

Early new primary rhyme
OutKast – Skew It On the Bar-B

Bridge rhyme + enjambment
Side Brok - Setra

Aquemini –
What creates
segmentation?
•

Andre 3000 of OutKast – Aquemini
(1998), second verse

•

Here is a transcription with line breaks
following the musical metre

•

Slashes ( / ) indicates my interpretation
of a «logical» lyrical line

•

Bold type indicates primary rhymes
•

Note: whether or not these rhymes are
primary or secondary depends on
some transcription choices

Aquemini continued - alternatives
Original

«Logical» segmentation

And beauty parlors and baby ballers and bowling ball

And beauty parlors and baby ballers and bowling ball Impalas

Impalas / And street scholars, majoring in

And street scholars, majoring in culinary arts

culinary arts / You know, how to work bread,

You know, how to work bread, cheese, and dough

cheese, and dough / From scratch, but see the catch is you

From scratch, but see the catch is you can get caught

can get caught / Know what ya selling, what you bought, so

Know what ya selling, what you bought, so cut that big talk

cut that big talk / Let's walk to the bridge, meet me

Let's walk to the bridge, meet me halfway

halfway / Now you may see some children dead off in the

Now you may see some children dead off in the pathway

pathway
(Note the italisation – now a secondary rhyme?)

Rhyme and expectation
■ We tend to expect the end-rhyme, and that end-rhyme typically falls on the four-beat
■ When it doesn’t, the primary rhymes «compete» with the four-beat as the indicator of
segmentation
■ «Plastic edges» (enjambment, shortened lines etc.) are easily accepted, particularly
when the displacement is systematic («one-rhyming», f.ex.)
■ When it is no longer simple displacement, and the positioning of the rhymes are
systematically out of phase with the four-beat we might see to the rhymes as the
markers of an asymmetric hypermetre, where the lyrical lines does not correlate with
the musical metre

«F*uck your
ethnicity» -

Disintegration of the
hypermetric symmetry
-

Note that first a clear symmetric
hypermetre is established, with endrhymes at the four-beat position

-

Then this structure is challenged by the
increased rhyme density and the
position of the rhymes

-

The end rhymes return, but are soon
disrupted by non-rhymes

-

Then a displaced two-rhyme segment
finishes the verse

Lars Vaular (2010) – Helt om natten, helt om dagen

You’re welcome! (and thank you!)
■ Questions, tips, ideas, critisism, music tips, wine recommendations etc. are very
much appreciated
■ Please contact me on e-mail k.a.oddekalv@imv.uio.no
■ I’VE GOT CARDS! (and too many, to be honest)

BONUS – metre on metre – topography
in Kendrick Lamar - Rigamortus
• The other important interaction of the «metre on metre»-framework is the possibility of mismatch
between metric accent and verbal and poetic accent
• In this example I am only showing verbal accent, not poetic (so it doesn’t really fit the theme of the
conference). It is also a very extreme example.

A little less extreme…
■ From the earlier example: «F*uck
Your Ethnicity»
■ Repeated rhythmic displacement
with verbal and poetic accent
(Benz’s – bi’-ness)
■ Off-beat phrasing
■ «By choice» rather than «out of
necessity»
■ «Durational prominence» when
prolonging otherwise prosodically
unaccented syllables.
■ Repeated rhythmic figure on rhymes

